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Since the 1990 s, the U.S. Supreme Court and lower courts have made a 
series of critical decisions about the legal protection of data, which lead to an 
unprecedented level of modern data protection, as well as speech under the First 
Amendment of Constitution. And this judicial trend arouse wide concern in the 
age of Informatization. This thesis traces the typical cases of data in the U.S. 
Supreme Court and lower courts, focusing on the judiciary attitudes towards data 
protection, and attempting to offer a possible explanation about data attributes 
in speech, and under the momentum of data analysis, the interests debate between 
data freedom and the government regulation, in order to conclude some useful 
information for both theory and practice of data protection in China. 
The part of Introduction illustrates the importance of discussing the data of the 
First Amendment protection. Recently, the U.S. Supreme Court and lower court intends 
to extend its speech of the First Amendment to data protection, put a challenge to the 
government regulation of data. Compared with the existing data protection in China, 
the practice of American courts' decisions has great influence on handling the problems 
of data protection. 
Chapter 1 introduces the concept and characteristics of the data, as well as the data 
attributes in speech in the age of big data. The U.S. Supreme Court and lower courts 
did not define an accurate and comprehensive concept of data. In the light of the judicial 
practice in the United States, data is a subset of information, and information is man-
made and fixed. This article will use “data” to mean any objective representation of 
fact. In the age of big data, data has expanded the expression of space, enriched the 
expression of resources, and exacerbated the tension between government regulation of 
data and the citizens' freedom of speech. 
Chapter 2 describes the landscape of data protection in the U.S. Supreme Court 













courts' attitude of the relationship between speech and data. It is conclude that both the 
U.S. Supreme Court and lower courts are eager to identify data within the scope of the 
First Amendment of speech. 
Chapter 3 tries to answer what kind of speech is data, based on the data cases 
involved in Chapter 2. With the help of the First Amendment speech value theory and 
review standard quoted by courts, the conclusion is that the data can be seen as a kind 
of high-value speech. 
In order to further justify this conclusion, Chapter 4 analyzes the biggest 
challenges---privacy protection, when the courts treat data as speech. This conflict 
between freedom of speech and privacy protection has been a long-standing, but that it 
is not irreconcilable. Treating data as speech does not have the problem that privacy 
scholars worry about, and on the basis of rational administration and the standards of 
judicial review, arguing that free data and privacy protection can be reconciled without 
sacrificing either. 
The last Chapter reiterate the core of the argument and examine the enlightenment 
of practice of “data as speech” to China's data protection. Although there is a lot of 
problems, we can still benefit from it. This inquiry is not aiming to let us follow the 
judicial practices in the United States, which would treat data as speech, but is designed 
to focus on the meaning behind---protecting the value of data freedom. 
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（Communication Decency Act）禁止使用电信设备向未满 18 周岁的人传播
淫秽或不雅信息，或者禁止通过交互式计算机向 18 周岁以下的人发送具
                                                 






































                                                 
①  1999 年，第十巡回上诉法院在美国西部公司诉联邦电信委员会案（U.S. West, Inc. v. FCC）中
认定，消费者专属网络信息（CPNI）属于商业言论。在搜索王公司诉谷歌技术公司案（Search King, 
Inc. v. Google Technology, Inc.）中，俄克拉荷马州下级法院认定，谷歌的排名页面是主观性结果，
构成了宪法所保护的意见，因而享有充分的宪法保护。See Search King, Inc. v. Google Technology, 
Inc., 2003 WL 21464568 (2003). 
②  VOLOKH, EUDENE&FALK, DONALD M. Google: First Amendment Protection for Search Engine 
Search Results [J].The Journal of Law, Economics & Policy, 2012,(8):883. 
③  Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653,2667 (2011).  
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